Diphthamide biosynthesis involves a carbon-carbon bond-forming reaction catalyzed by a radical S-adenosylmethionine (SAM) enzyme that cleaves a carbon-sulfur (C-S) bond in SAM to generate a 3-amino-3-carboxypropyl (ACP) radical. Using rapid freezing, we have captured an organometallic intermediate with an iron-carbon (Fe-C) bond between ACP and the enzyme's [4Fe-4S] cluster. In the presence of the substrate protein, elongation factor 2, this intermediate converts to an organic radical, formed by addition of the ACP radical to a histidine side chain. Crystal structures of archaeal diphthamide biosynthetic radical SAM enzymes reveal that the carbon of the SAM C-S bond being cleaved is positioned near the unique cluster Fe, able to react with the cluster. Our results explain how selective C-S bond cleavage is achieved in this radical SAM enzyme.
D
iphthamide is a posttranslationally modified histidine residue on archaeal and eukaryotic translation elongation factor 2 (EF2), a protein essential for ribosomal protein synthesis (1) (2) (3) . Diphthamide biosynthesis involves at least four steps and seven proteins (4) . The first step of the biosynthesis is the transfer of a 3-amino-3-carboxypropyl (ACP) group from S-adenosyl-L-methionine (SAM) to a histidine residue of EF2 (Fig. 1) . The enzyme that performs this reaction is a Dph2 (diphthamide biosynthesis protein 2) homodimer in archaea, such as Pyrococcus horikoshii (PhDph2) (5) or a Dph1-Dph2 heterodimer in eukaryotes (6) . Dph2 binds an essential [4Fe-4S] cluster and is thought to use the reduced (1+) state of the cluster to cleave the C g,Met -S bond of SAM to generate a 3-amino-3-carboxypropyl (ACP) radical. The formation of the ACP radical is supported by the PhDph2-catalyzed generation of 2-aminobutyric acid and homocysteine sulfinic acid in the absence of the substrate protein, PhEF2 (5). Additional support for a radical mechanism was provided by the reaction with a carboxyallyl SAM analog, SAM CA (7) . However, no radical intermediate has been directly observed in the reaction with SAM itself, and the detailed reaction mechanism remains unknown.
Despite using the same components, a [4Fe-4S] cluster and SAM, PhDph2 is structurally unrelated to the much larger family of 5′-deoxyadenosine radical (5′-dA•) forming radical SAM (RS) enzymes. In those enzymes, the C 5′,Ade -S bond of SAM is cleaved, generating a 5′-dA• that then initiates downstream reactions ( Fig. 1) (8) . The question of how the PhDph2 homodimer or eukaryotic Dph1-Dph2 bind SAM and achieve a different SAM cleavage pattern remains unanswered. Here, we report biochemical and spectroscopic studies of two kinetically competent intermediates that, together with x-ray crystal structures of archaeal Dph2 homodimers in complex with SAM, allow us to propose a reaction mechanism for this class of RS enzymes.
We used rapid freeze-quench (RFQ) to arrest reaction mixtures, which were then analyzed by electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) and electron nuclear double-resonance (ENDOR) spectroscopies for radical intermediates. Because the optimum temperature of PhDph2 is above 60°C, we opted to use the yeast Dph1-Dph2 system, which is active at room temperature and thus more convenient for RFQ experiments. A solution containing Dph1-Dph2 and SAM was mixed with dithionite and freeze-quenched at 500 ms to 4 min. Each sample displayed a new EPR signal, with g-parallel value (g || ) = 2.036, g-perpendicular value (g ⊥ )= 2.005 at 12 K (fig. S1 ). The intensity of this signal reached a maximum at 2 s quench time and decreased at longer delays ( Fig. 2A) . This species is not an ACP radical, which would not show such a high g shift and would exhibit resolvable 1 H hyperfine splittings from the methylene radical protons; nor is it an S-based radical, which could exhibit such g values but again would give resolved hyperfine 1 H splittings. Based on these observations and experience from previous work using SAM CA (7), we interpreted this new species as having an iron-sulfur cluster-based organometallic structure. Importantly, the EPR spectrum and g values of this species resemble those of the organometallic intermediate that was detected in the RS enzyme, pyruvate formate lyase-activating enzyme (PFL-AE) and assigned to an Fe-5′-C bond between the deoxyadenosyl group and the unique cluster iron (9) To establish the structure of this intermediate, we collected RFQ ENDOR samples prepared with (methionine-13 C 5 )-SAM, in which the methionine carbons of SAM were uniformly labeled with 13 C. Field-modulated continuous wave (CW) ENDOR spectra obtained at 2 K of this sample exhibits a 13 C doublet, with a 13 C hyperfine coupling constant of A ≈ 7.8 MHz (Fig. 3A) . This coupling constant is comparable to A iso = 9.4 MHz observed for the Fe-[5′- In testing whether this organometallic species (denoted intermediate I) was an active reaction intermediate, we collected a RFQ EPR time course in the presence of the substrate protein, EF2. Intermediate I accumulated in the first 10 s (Fig. 2B ). At later time points, the intermediate I signal diminished concomitantly with the appearance of a doublet radical signal centered at g = 2 ( The resulting X-band EPR spectrum showed additional splitting of A iso ( 13 C) ≈ 59 MHz and broadening compared with that of the naturalabundance SAM (Fig. 3B) Given the structure of the final diphthamide product, a candidate for the structure of intermediate II is an ACP-modified histidine radical, as shown in Fig. 4 . The shape of the 1 H doublet in the EPR spectrum (Fig. 3B ) and the strongly coupled 1 H ENDOR signal ( fig. S2 ) suggest that the proton coupling is essentially isotropic, as expected for a proton b to the spin in the N-2p-p orbital (Fig. 4 and fig. S3) (11) ; the resolved 13 C splitting in the EPR spectrum of intermediate II (Fig. 3B ) prepared with (methionine- (Fig. 4) . As shown in fig. S4 , the EPR spectrum of the naturalabundance radical is well simulated with a strong, nearly isotropic (Fig. 4) To gain further understanding into the reaction mechanism, we obtained crystal structures of the RS enzymes involved in diphthamide biosynthesis in complex with SAM. A 2.3-Å resolution structure of [4Fe-4S] 2+ -loaded PhDph2 in complex with SAM showed some evidence of SAM cleavage. A 2.1-Å resolution structure of Candidatus Methanoperedens nitroreducens Dph2 (CmnDph2) showed mostly uncleaved SAM. Both structures showed average N-Fe and O-Fe distances of 2.3 and 3.1 Å, respectively (Fig. 3C and  fig. S8 ), suggesting that, similar to 5′-dA•-forming RS enzymes, the amino and carboxylate groups of SAM coordinate the unique Fe of the [4Fe-4S] cluster in Dph2. This is consistent with our recent study showing that both the amino and carboxylate of SAM are important for the PhDph2 and Dph1-Dph2-catalyzed reactions (12) .
However, SAM in both PhDph2 and CmnDph2 binds with a distinct geometry compared with that in 5′-dA•-forming RS enzymes such as PFL-AE (13) (Fig. 3D) . We further obtained additional crystal structures using both PhDph2 and CmnDph2 that support the geometry shown in Fig. 3, C and D (see figs. S9 to S11). The SAM binding site of CmnDph2 is shown in Fig. 3E . Most strikingly, the C g,Met distance to the unique Fe, as averaged over the PhDph2 and CmnDph2 structures, is 3.7 Å, which is closer than S Met to the Fe (the S Met -Fe distance is 4.6 Å). In contrast, in the PFL-AE structure, the S Met is closer to the unique Fe than C 5′,Ade , with an S Met -Fe distance of 3.2 Å (Fig. 3C) . The observation that in PhDph2 and CmnDph2, C g,Met was closer than S Met to the unique Fe suggests that during the C g,Met -S Met bond cleavage , the electron is transferred from the Fe-S cluster via C g,Met , whereas for PFL-AE (and generally believed for all 5′-dA•-forming RS enzymes), the electron is transferred from the Fe-S cluster via S Met (8) .
Based on the two intermediates that we have detected and the structures of PhDph2 and CmnDph2 in complex with SAM, we propose a reaction mechanism for the first step of diphthamide biosynthesis (Fig. 4) . In the presence of the substrate EF2, the Fe-C bond can break homolytically, allowing the ACP radical to react with the imidazole ring of the histidine residue of EF2 and generate the organic radical, intermediate II. Intermediate II then loses a proton and an electron to form an ACP-modified histidine.
In the study of PFL-AE, it was noted that the Fe-[5′-C]-deoxyadenosyl organometallic intermediate could be generated through a radical reaction or nucleophilic reaction (9) . In our case, the formation of intermediate I could occur via homolytic reductive cleavage of SAM to form an ACP radical, which then reacts with the unique Fe (stepwise one-electron transfer) to form the organometallic intermediate I. Alternatively, a concerted one-step, two-electron transfer (nucleophilic attack on C g,Met ) can form intermediate I directly. The fact that C g,Met was only 3.7 Å away from the unique Fe, whereas the sulfonium moiety was 4.6 Å away (Fig. 3C) , favors the latter mechanism, although we cannot eliminate the homolytic cleavage mechanism.
The structure also provides a simple solution to the question, how does the archaeal Dph2 homodimer or eukaryotic Dph1-Dph2 heterodimer cleave a different C-S bond in SAM compared with all 5′-dA•-forming RS enzymes? If the cluster interacts with and transfers electrons to C g,Met instead of S Met , the only C-S bond that can be broken in SAM is the C g,Met -S bond. Previously, Kampmeier proposed that a stereo-electronic control mechanism could explain the different cleavage patterns (14) . This model rationalizes the C-S bond cleavage in RS enzymes using a radical displacement reaction, with the formation of an Fe-S bond accompanying the cleavage of the C-S bond ( fig. S12 ). This radical displacement reaction also requires that the C-S-Fe atoms involved in the release of a radical on carbon are arranged roughly colinearly. Thus, if SAM in archaeal Dph2 homodimer or eukaryotic Dph1-Dph2 is bound in a conformation with S Met close to the Fe-S cluster and colinear C g,Met -S-Fe arrangement, it would lead to the cleavage of C g,Met -S. However, our structure indicates that in archaeal Dph2 homodimer, the C g,Met is close to the unique Fe. The C g,Met mediates electron transfer from the Fe-S cluster, dictating which bond is cleaved. This is an important difference between diphthamide biosynthetic RS enzymes and 5′-dA•-forming RS enzymes. Why does nature choose this way to control the bond cleavage in diphthamide biosynthetic RS enzymes? Perhaps conformational constraints on SAM prevent the C g,Met -S-Fe colinear arrangement proposed by Kampmeier, whereas the roughly colinear S-C g,Met -Fe arrangement as revealed by the structures is feasible ( fig. S12) .
In summary, this study has explained how diphthamide biosynthetic RS enzymes create the EF2 product through cleavage of the C g,Met -S bond of SAM in a process that involves first an organometallic intermediate, then a radical intermediate that collapses to product. Together with the recent study showing an organometallic intermediate in a 5′-dA•-forming RS enzyme PFL-AE, these studies further suggest that an organometallic intermediate may serve as a stabilized form of the highly reactive primary organic radical and provide a strong parallel between RS enzymes and adenosylcobalamin-dependent enzymes.
